
MARTINGALE FORMULATION OF ERGODIC THEOREMS1

MEYER JERISON

1. Introduction. The similarity between martingale convergence

theorems and ergodic theorems has been noticed for a long time. This

similarity goes beyond the mere statements of the theorems; it ex-

tends to their proofs and their applications as well. A discussion of

this matter may be found in [9].

In this note, it is shown (§3) that individual ergodic theorems can

be formulated as statements about the convergence a.e. of martin-

gales with decreasing index on infinite measure spaces. This is not to

say that the ergodic theorems follow from the standard martingale

convergence theorems, for the latter refer only to finite measure

spaces. And although some generalizations of these theorems to spaces

of infinite measure are known, none of them is broad enough to in-

clude the martingales that arise in the statement of ergodic theorems.

The martingale convergence theorem for finite measure spaces does

yield the convergence a.e. of certain subsequences of the averages of

the ergodic theorem, as is shown in §4. In §5, a theorem of conver-

gence of martingales in Lp is derived from a very general mean ergodic

theorem.

2. Martingales on an infinite measure space. Throughout this

paper, (U, CU, p.) will denote a totally o--finite measure space. If J is a

<r-subring of It, we shall not distinguish, notationally, between the

measure u on It and its restriction to SF.

2.1. Definition.2 Let 5 be a o--subalgebra of It such that (U, ff, p)

is ff-finite, and let x be a non-negative function, measurable with

respect to It, such that the measure

/xdp, A E'S
A

defined on (U, ff) is <r-finite. The Radon-Nikodym derivative [7,

p. 133] of this measure with respect to p. is called the conditional

expectation of x relative to Er and is denoted by E {x | 5}. If, for an arbi-

trary function x, both x+ = sup(x, 0) and x" = (— x)+ have conditional
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expectations relative to J, then the conditional expectation of x rela-

tive to J is defined as

E{x\ j} = E{x+\ j} - E{x~\ j}.

Note that an integrable function has a conditional expectation

relative to any <r-subalgebra. However, x may have a conditional ex-

pectation even if JAxdp. is not always defined. This occurs when

fux+dp = fvx~dp= oo. In any case, if E{x| j} exists, it is defined to

within a function that vanishes almost everywhere, and it is char-

acterized by the conditions

2.2. (i) E{:x:| j} is measurable with respect to J, and

(ii) JAE{x\'S}dp=fAxdp, for all AE% for which the right member

has meaning.

2.3. Definition. A family (xn)nej of measurable functions on

(U, It, p.), indexed by some set J of integers, is called a martingale

if there exists a family (fJn)ne/ of (r-subalgebras of 'It such that

Jm C Jn    and   xm = E{xn | Jm}    whenever m < n.

It is often convenient to exhibit the family (Jn) by writing

(*n, Jn)ne/ to denote the martingale.

In this definition, the implicit assumption is made that all of the

conditional expectations exist. In particular, it is assumed that

(U, Jn, m) is c-finite, for all nEJ-
In case the index set J has a largest member j, then Xj together

with the family (J„) determine the entire martingale, for we have

xn = E{x;|j„} for all nEJ- More generally, given an increasing

family (J„)„e/ of a-subalgebras, and a function x all of whose condi-

tional expectations exist, then the family (E{x\ J„})„e/ is a martin-

gale. This follows from the formula

(2.4) E{x\ Jm} = E{E{x\ Jn} | Jm} (m < n),

which is easy to verify.

Martingales on a finite measure space (p(U) < °°) are treated in

detail in [4]. The most important theorems about such martingales

are those concerning convergence. Thus, if J is the set of positive

integers, and if the sequence (fu\ x„\ dp) is bounded, then lim„^.Ma;„

exists a.e. [4, p. 319]. This conclusion may be extended immediately

to the case of a-finite measure by applying the result to each of a

countable number of members of Ji of finite measure [2, p. 8]. The

requirement of a bound on the integrals is also lightened to refer only

to the integrals over the sets of finite measure. Thus, the functions

need not even be integrable over all of U.
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We shall be interested in martingales that are indexed by the set of

negative integers. For them, the following convergence theorem is

valid [4, p. 328]:

2.5. If (x_„)„£i is a martingale on (U, It, u), /x(£/)<oo, and

fu\ x-i\ dpi< 00, then lim,,^ x_„ exists a.e.

A simple description of the limit can be given here. Let fF_oo

= ("!"_, Er_„. Then *5_x is clearly a c-subalgebra, and it turns out that

lim„ „M x_„ = E {X-i I ?_«,}.

The hypothesis u( U)<*> can be dropped from this theorem, just as

in the case of the martingales with increasing index, but for a different

reason. Whereas the smallest <r-algebra, fJi, that occurs in the case

of increasing index is tr-finite by hypothesis, this is not true of the

smallest cr-algebra, 5-K, that occurs in the case of decreasing index.

However, there exist V, W in fJ_M such that3 U= FUlf, where V

is a countable union of members of ?_„ of finite measure, while any

subset of W that belongs to ?_«, has measure 0 or ». Convergence

of the martingale a.e. on V is deduced immediately from 2.5, and on

W from the following:

2.6. Let (x-n, ff-n^ii be a martingale, and suppose that each member

of J-,,, = ffx-n has measure 0 or <*>. If fu\ x_i| dp < », then lim„,„ x-„

= 0 a.e.

Proof. Consider the extended real valued function x = lim supn^x-,,.

Clearly, x is measurable relative to each c-ring fJ_„, and hence, rela-

tive to (r_w. Thus, given a rational number b>0, the set B

= {u: x(u) ^b} belongs to 5-x. By hypothesis,p(B) = 0 or 00. Suppose

u(B) = =0. Since -BCU"_, An, where

A„ =  <u:  max x-t(u) i? b> ,
(       ISIS11 )

there exists ra such that u(A„)>b~1fu\x-i\ dp. Now, (U, JF_„, p) is

totally o--finite, and therefore, there exists FE$-n such that p(F) < 00

and p.(FC\An)>b-1Jv\x-i\dp.. But, by [4, p. 314, Theorem 3.2],
bp(Fr\An) ^/mx, x-idp^fv\x-i\dp, a contradiction. Thus, p(B)

= 0. Since b is an arbitrary positive rational number, we have

# = lim sup,,.^ x_„5^0 a.e. This result applied to the martingale

(— x-n, fJ_B) yields lim infn<00 x_n^0 a.e. Consequently, lim,,..,, X-H = 0

a.e.

It is the integrability of x_i over all of U that leads to the vanishing

of the limit. In the case of martingales with increasing index, it was

3 The measure algebra of {U, 11, n) is a complete Boolean algebra in which the

supremum of any family is the supremum of some countable subfamily [7, p. 169,

(3) and (4)]. Hence, a supremum, V, of the family of sets of finite measure in {F_„ is

a countable union of such sets. Take W= XJ — V.
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possible to relax the requirement of boundedness of the integrals by

restricting it to each of a sequence of sets of finite measure whose

union is U. In the present case, however, such a relaxation may lead

to divergence of the martingale.

2.7. Example. Let (N, 91, v) be the space of non-negative integers,

the measure of each set being the number of its elements. Let S_„ be

the smallest e-algebra that contains the set JO, 1, • • • ,n — l} and all

one-element sets {k} with k~^n. Then every martingale (x_„, 8_„)„si

takes the form

x_„ = E{x\ g_„},

where x = x_i, and conversely, given any function x on N (i.e., any

sequence of real numbers) the above defines a martingale. Moreover

it is easy to check that conditions 2.2 (i) and (ii) for E{x\ 9-«} are

satisfied by

I   n-l

x-„(j) = — X) x(i) 0g;'<«
n  ,=o

= x(j) j ^ «.

Thus, convergence of the martingale (x_„) is equivalent to con-

vergence of the Cesaro means of the sequence x. This provides exam-

ples of martingales that diverge as well as convergent ones for which

JNX-idv does not exist.

3. Ergodic theorems. We show, in this section, that the individual

ergodic theorems with discrete parameter are statements of conver-

gence of suitable martingales on infinite measure spaces. We do this

for two classes of ergodic theorems which include virtually all known

ones (with a single discrete parameter).

On a totally er-finite measure space (S, S, a), let Li = Lx(S) denote

the Banach space of integrable functions, with |lx||i=/s|x(.s)|do-,

and let T be a linear transformation of Li into itself. One class of

ergodic theorems asserts the existence of limn..,*, w-1^?^1 Tlx(s), a.e.

on S. Thus, Dunford and Schwartz [5, Theorem 3.6] proved it under

the hypothesis ||7x||ig||x||i and ess sup | Tx(s)\ gess sup |x(.s)| for

all xELi.
Let (U, 11, p) = (SXN, SX91, aXv), with (N, 31, v) as in 2.7. For

each ra^l, let J_« be the family of all A Git such that for all sES,

(s,j) E A if and only if (s, k) E A, whenever j, k < n.

In other words, J_„ is precisely the o--algebra SXS-n. Hence J_„

CJ-m if n>m, and if / is a function on U for which the conditional

expectations exist, then (E{f\ J_„})„ai is a martingale.
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3.1. Given xELi(S), let f(s, k) = Tkx(s). Then, for each ra^l,

E [f\ ??_„} exists and is equal to /_„, where

J    n-l

f-n(s, k) = — z2 T'x(s) for k < n
n i-o

= Tkx(s) for k ^ n.

Proof. To prove existence of the conditional expectation, it suffices

to show that the indefinite integral of (/[ is a ^-finite measure on

(U, ?_„). Now, c/ = Ut"=o Uk, where Uk = Sx{k}, and the sets

UJlJ Uk, Un, Un+i, ■ ■ ■ , all belong to ?_„. Since

/\f\dp=   I   | Tkx\ do- = \\Tkx\\i < oo,
uk J s

the indefinite integral is o--finite.

That /_„ = E \f\ ?_„} is proved by verifying 2.2. Condition (i) is

obviously satisfied by/_„. To verify condition (ii), for given AE'S-n,

let A'=AC\\}\Z\ Uk and A"=A-A'. Then A' and A" both belong
to ff-n. Since /_„ agrees with/ on A", fA>>f-ndp,=fA>>fdp. From the

definition of fJ_„ and the fact that A'E^il=o Uk, it follows that

A' = Qx{0, 1, • • • , ra — l}, for some QES- Consequently,

f fdp=z2 f T'xdo-.

Now, for k<n,f-n(s, k) is independent of k, and hence

/f^ndp = n I f-ndp = n I    — YL T'xdo-.
A' J A'DUt, J Q     n   i-o

Thus, fA'f-ndp=JA'fdp, and therefore, fAf-ndp=fAfdp.
3.2. In the notation of 3.1, (f-n)nn is a martingale, and (/_„) con-

verges a.e. in U if and only if (ra-1^"^1 T* x(s)) converges a.e. in S.

This follows directly from 3.1 and the preceding remarks, and ex-

hibits the Dunford-Schwartz theorem, for example, as a statement

of the convergence of certain martingales. We turn, next, to the er-

godic theorem of Hurewicz [8] as generalized by Oxtoby [lO].

3.3. Let 4> be a one-one, measurable4 transformation of a a-finite

measure space (S, S, a); let r be a finite signed measure on S that is

absolutely continuous^ with respect to a; for ra = l, 2, • • • , let

rn(B) = S r(<bkB),        vn(B) = £ o-WB), (2? <E S);
k=0 k—0

4 I.e., (j>B and <j>~lB are measurable whenever B is.

* Oxtoby eliminates the hypothesis of absolute continuity by using a more general

notion of derivative.
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and let xn be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of>„ with respect to an- Then

(xn(s)) converges to a finite limit except on a set D such that a(cj>kD) =0

fork = 0, 1, • ■ ■ .
The connection between this theorem and various generalized

ergodic theorems is discussed in the papers cited above.

Our objective, again, is to construct a martingale whose conver-

gence is equivalent to that of the sequence (x„). The space (U, 11, p.)

will be, as before, (SXN, SX31, aXv). The <r-subalgebra J_„ of 11

is defined as follows: AE$-n provided that for k = 0, 1, • • • , n — l,

and all sES,
(d>ks, k) E A if and only if (s, 0) E A.

3.4. Let f(s, k)=xi(s) (sES, kEN) (notation as in 3.3). Then

E{f\ J_„} =/_„, where

/_„(*, k) = xn(4>-ks) 0 ^ k < n

= f(s, k) k > n.

The proof is quite analogous to that of 3.1.

3.5. In the notation of 3.3 and 3.4, (f-n)n*i is a martingale. Con-

vergence of this martingale almost everywhere on U is equivalent to con-

vergence of the sequence (xn(s)) except on a set D such that a(<pkD) = 0

for k = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
Proof. From 3.4, we have lim„_00/_„(s, k) =lim„^.0O xn(<t>~ks) when-

ever either limit exists. Now, if D is the set in 5 where (xn(s)) diverges,

then the set in U where (f-n) diverges is precisely Uf_0 <f>kD X {k};

and the measure (p) of the latter set is 0 if and only if a(<pkD) = 0 for

allfc.

4. An application of the martingale convergence theorem. It seems

most unlikely that a proof of an individual ergodic theorem might be

based, in a straightforward way, upon the martingale convergence

theorem 2.5. The latter can be used, however, to demonstrate the

convergence of certain subsequences of the averages that occur in the

ergodic theorem.

Here, (S, S, a) will be a totally finite measure space. We define

(U, It, p) as the product space (SXI, SX0, <rXX), where (I, $, X)

is the Lebesgue measure space on the unit interval [0, 1). Let <p be

a one-one, measure-preserving transformation of 5 onto itself. We

define, next, a sequence (J-n) as follows: A set A £11 belongs to J_„

provided that for all sES, 0fka<2~n, and integers k, 0fkk<2n,

(4>ks, a + k-2~n) E A if and only if (s, a) E A.

Given xELi(S), the relation
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f(s, a) = X(s) (sES,aEI)

defines a function fELi(U); in fact,

/fdp =  I    J x(s)d\dff =  I  xda.
u J sJI J s

4.1. E{/| J_„} (s, a) =2~n ^ZT-o1 x(cp'~'s), where the integer j is deter-

mined by j ■ 2_n fk a < (j'< +1) 2"n.

Proof. Let /_„ denote the function on U given by the right side

of the equation. If 0 fk a < 2~n and k is an integer with 0 < k < 2", then

2"-l

f-n(4>ks, a + ft-2"») = 2-» £ x(d,<-k4>ks) = /_»(*, a).
i=0

Since /_„ is measurable with respect to 11, this identity implies that

/_„ is measurable with respect to J_n. We have only to prove that

for each A EJ_„, JAf-ndp=JAfdp. Let

Ak= {(s,a)E A:k2~*ga< (k + 1)2""}    k = 0,1, ■ ■ ■ , 2" - 1.

Then the Ak are pairwise disjoint, and A =dk Ak.

Now, from the definition of J_„, it follows that

Ak = {(<pks, a + k-2-"): (s, a) E A0}.

Moreover, since p = <rXX, and a is invariant under <j> while X is invari-

ant under translation in /, we have, for any gELi(U), Ja^s, a)dp

= fAoi(<f>ks, a+k-2~n)dp. Hence,

fh = Z   f fdn= £   f f(4>\ a + k-2-")da
A k=o   J Ak k=o   JA0

2"-l      p

=  Z)    I    x(d>ks)dn;
k=0    J A0

and

|   /_dM =E    f   /-»(***, « + k-2r*)dn = 2" f   /_„(*, «)<fc
*^A *=0    ■* A0 «^A0

/2"-l 2-" X) x(4>is)dfi.
A0 i=0

Therefore /_„ = E {f\ J_n}.

4.2. Let <p be a one-one measure preserving transformation of S onto

itself. Given xELi(S), there exists a sequence (j„)„ in N such that

lim,,,., 2_"Z<"o1 s(0i-'"s) exists for almost all sES.
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Proof. By the martingale convergence theorem 2.5, lim„,00/_„(5, a)

exists a.e. in U. Hence, there exists aEI such that \imn~xf-n(s, a)

exists for almost all sES. Now, choose jn so that

jn-2~"  ^a<  (jn+  l)-2~"

for each nEN.

4.3. Remark. The set of all a with the property that (f-n(s, a))

converges for almost all s has measure 1 [7, p. 147, Theorem A].

Each such a determines, uniquely, a sequence (j„) for which the con-

clusion of 4.2 is valid. Thus, there exist uncountably many such se-

quences. Of course, the measure-theoretic argument used here can-

not be used to single out any one of them.

4.4. Remark. In the definition of the <r-subalgebras $_„, the se-

quence (2") may be replaced by any sequence of integers (mn) such

that mn is a divisor of mn+i-

5. Convergence in mean. It is well known that mean ergodic theo-

rems have been proved in more general settings than individual

ergodic theorems. We shall show here that the mean convergence

of martingales with decreasing index can be derived6 from the mean

ergodic theorem of Alaoglu and Birkhoff [l, Theorem 9]. The state-

ment of the theorem given below follows Eberlein [6, Theorem 3.1],

although not in full generality.

5.1. Definition. Let G be a semigroup of bounded linear trans-

formations on a normed linear space X. A net (i.e., a directed system)

(Ta) of linear transformations of X into itself is called a system of

almost invariant integrals for G if

(i) for each xEX and all a, Tax belongs to the closed convex hull of

{Tx: TEG};
(ii)  the transformations Ta are uniformly bounded;

(iii) for every xEX and TEG,

lima (TTax — Tax) = lim„ (TaTx — Tax) = 0.

5.2. Mean ergodic theorem. If (Ta) is a system of almost invari-

ant integrals for G, and if for a given xEX, the net (Tax) has a weak

cluster point y, then y = lima Tax (in norm).

This theorem will be applied to the space La(U) of functions x on

c7such that ||x||„= (fv\ x\"dpt)1'"< °°-
5.3. Let (x-n, Sr_„)nai be a martingale on a finite measure space

(U, 11, p.). If, for some p^l, x-iELv(U), then x_„£Z.p(c7) for all n,

and there exists X-aELp(U) such that lim,,^ ||x_„ — x_«,||p = 0.

6 I am indebted to J. L. Doob for calling this to my attention.
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Proof. For each n, define Tn by setting r„x = E{x| J_„} (xELp).

Now, it follows from the definition of conditional expectation, that

|E{x|j_„} |*^E{|x|»|j_„} [4, p. 33]. This implies that \\Tnx\\p

^(fuE{ \x\p\ J_„}rfju)1/p = ||x||j,, so that, in particular, TnxELp.

Also, formula (2.4) becomes TmTn=TnTm—TumX(m,n). Consequently,

the set G= { Tn}nn is a semigroup of bounded linear transformations,

and moreover, the sequence (Tn) itself is a system of almost invariant

integrals for G. Thus, 5.2 is applicable. In case p>l, any bounded

set in Lp has weakly compact closure, and hence, for each xELv, the

sequence (2"nx) has a weak cluster point. In Li, the set { Tnx}„ still

has weakly compact closure because the set is uniformly integrable

[4, p. 311, Theorem 3.1 (iv)]. In either case, therefore, 5.2 asserts

the existence of a limit, in the Lp norm, of (Tnx). In particular, the

sequence of functions x_n = T„x_i converges.

5.4. Remark. For p>l, the theorem and proof are valid also in

case p(U)= a>. This is not so, however, for p = l. Setting x(0) = l,

x(n)=0 (n>0), in Example 2.7, yields a martingale that does not

converge in £*.
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